
SCALE CONTROL

Contaminaon OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY CAN CAUSE
CONTAMINATION Current carbon based filtering 
technology while somewhat effecve is old and outdated. 
Old technology can lead to microbial contaminaon: 
Carbon is a food for mold and bacteria. Carbon based 
filtraon will grow mold and bacteria aer 60 days.
Carbon-only based filCarbon-only based filters are effecve at removing 
chlorine, but leave ice makers prone to mold and bacteria 
growth aer chlorine is removed. Polyphosphates is also 
food for mold and bacteria.
If you are adding it to your ice machine you are 
encouraging bacteria growth. Polyphosphates is also bad
for the environment. Mold and bacteria growth can
ccause “biofilm”, a slime buildup in your machine. 
A biofilm is formed when the microorganisms work 
together as a populaon and secrete a scky polymer to 
form a solid matrix, which aaches to a surface. Once 
microbes grow into well-developed Biofilm, cleaning 
and sanitaon become much more difficult.
The accumulaon of scale in a water system enhances 
the the condions for microbial growth. Scale and the 
sediment it causes also leads to machine breakdown 
and increased parts and service costs.

AETHER® scale control filters and systems will effecvely 
control and treat hard scale build up in Ice machines, 
fountain beverage systems, beverage combinaon 
systems, coffee, tea, espresso machines and all water 
related food service applicaons. Your food service 
equipment will run efficiently and keep ice machine 
eevaporator plates, components, valves, distributor tubes 
clean and provide minimal maintenance. It will also
reduce wear on your beverage pumps, solenoids and 
carbonators that impacts taste and profits. Our scale
control technology contains no “polyphosphates” 
which only mask your scale issues and does not effecvely
control your hard scale issues and consequently effecng 
yyour food service equipment. The AETHER® water systems
features and benefits will deliver clean ice and beverages 
that will assist in meeng local and state health 
department sanitaon regulaons.


